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SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT TYPE
PRODUCT NAME

COLOURS

DESIGN
DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT
MATERIAL

QUANTITY PER PARCEL
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT

Shelf
CASTELLUM
Gold
Black
The shelf has a two-sided design 
L30 x W17,8 x H30 cm
1,65 kg
Steel w. brass plating
Steel w. powder coating
1
L25 x W40 x H40 cm
2,2 kg

30 cm17,8 cm

30
 c

m

The two-sided design: Turn the 
shelf upside down for another 

visual effect of the shelf



VARIATIONS

Art. No. 
508310002082

Art. No. 
508310005082

BLACK

GOLD



CARE GUIDE — METALS

HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH

CARE GUIDE — METALS

POWDER COATED IRON / STEEL / ALUMINIUM
To get rid of dirt and dust, mix a mild detergent with warm water.

Dip a lint free cloth into the water & wipe the item down with the cloth.

If necessary, wipe the item dry with a soft dry cloth. 

(Avoid scraping or rubbing the powder coating with an abrasive
cloth that could damage or remove the coating from the surface)

BRASS / STAINLESS STEEL
Make sure the metal is clean for dust and dirt on all surfaces before
you begin polishing. Then apply an adequate amount of metal polish
for brass / stainless steel with a soft and dry cotton cloth to the item. 

Use a soft & dry cloth to polish the surface before the polish has dried.

(Make sure to read the instructions on the metal polish for specific guidance)



CASTELLUM SHELF / BY HENRIK JOHANNES DRECKER

The talented product designer, Henrik Johannes Drecker, has created 
the CASTELLUM shelf, whose graceful golden sphere aligns the entire 
collection, originally inspired by the majestic Danish church Grundtvigs 
Kirke. The divine expression of this design cultivates structure and simplicity 
in an unseen way. The shelf stands as a geometrical, simple piece but has an 
enormous effect due to the reflective and warm surface of the gold, while 
the matte black makes an aesthetically present contrast to the golden shine.

STORYTELLING


